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A long and gracious organic stem, a naive flower 
that blooms merrily as the days turn warmer. The 
High Tri side table comes to life when surrounded 
by other elements. Life reveals it as it unfolds and 
bends into place to serve its purpose with elegant 
discretion.

High Tri is a contemporary, foldaway side 
table designed as a celebration of industrial 
craftsmanship. The thin extruded aluminium legs 
are ideally positioned to allow users to combine 
several tables together into larger compositions. 
Available in wood and laminate versions finished 
with muted colours, the top collapses easily, 
making this table a smart and convenient piece 
perfectly suited to non-residential projects, both 
indoors and outdoors.
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COLORS

Top:

Structure:

Fixed version
Size: W700xD700xH720mm 
W27" 5/8 xD27" 5/8 xH28" 6/16

Folding version
Size: W700xD700xH720mm 
W27" 5/8 xD27" 5/8 xH28" 6/16

Fixed version
Size: W700xD700xH900mm 

W27" 5/8 xD27" 5/8 xH35"

VARIANTS AND SIZES

LA MANUFACTURE

CONTACTS

HIGH TRI

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Top: Canaletto walnut veneer wood or melamine warm light grey, warm white

Structure: Aluminium legs anodized champagne, painted in black or light blue.

Michael Young is a world-renowned British 
designer. He founded his namesake studio — 
Michael Young Studio (MYS) — in Britain in 
1994. After nearly a decade working across the 
UK and Iceland, Michael was enticed to Asia 
by his passion for pioneering technology, and 
in 2006 set up a studio in Hong Kong. Michael 
Young is known in the industry as a sophisticated 
minimalist. His elegant, pared-down aesthetic 
designs have regularly earned him international 
awards and his work is featured in the collections 
of prestigious museums and galleries, including 
the Louvre, the Centre Pompidou and the Victoria 
& Albert Museum. Today, MYS is considered 
one of the most exciting and formidable design 
companies operating in Asia. The studio focuses 
on exploring the unique technological potential 
to create contemporary designs that reflect the 
times, and constantly challenging the boundaries of 
experimental design.

La Manufacture is a brand where design and 
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne 
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian 
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle 
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international 
designers. Each collection will highlight world-
class craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and 
enduring quality.
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